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Havit SK213 Bluetooth RGB 2.0 Computer Speakers
Impressive design, high-quality stereo sound, and dynamic RGB lighting – Havit SK213 computer speakers offer the perfect combination
of functionality and style for every audio enthusiast and modern aesthetics lover. With solid output power, a wide frequency range, and
easy connectivity, these speakers are an excellent choice for both work and entertainment. Discover what else they have to offer!
 
Dynamic RGB Lighting
The dynamic RGB lighting in Havit SK213 speakers adds energy to any room. The ability to customize colors and lighting effects allows
you to create a unique atmosphere that perfectly complements music, movies, or games. It's not just a decorative feature but also a way
to showcase your individual style.
 
Stylish Design
The stylish, modern design of Havit SK213 speakers sets them apart from other products. Their compact dimensions (98 x 112 x 184mm)
make it easy to place them on a desk or in any other location. The black color and the combination of plastic with iron mesh create an
elegant and durable design that complements any interior.
 
Stereo Sound Quality
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These speakers offer  high-quality  stereo sound that  brings music,  movies,  and games to life.  With two 2.5-inch drivers  and an output
power of  3W x 2,  Havit  SK213 delivers clear  and balanced sound.  The wide frequency range (60Hz-20kHz) ensures that  every tone is
crisp and detailed.
 
Easy Connectivity
Havit SK213 speakers come with universal USB and 3.5mm plugs, making it easy to connect to most devices. Additionally, the Bluetooth
feature expands connectivity options, allowing for wireless music streaming from phones, tablets, or laptops.
 
High Signal-to-Noise Ratio
A signal-to-noise ratio of >70dB ensures minimal interference, which is crucial for audio purity. Combined with a low impedance of 4Ω,
these speakers provide stable and efficient sound transmission, resulting in a better listening experience.
 
 
BrandHavitModelSK213ColorBlackOutput  Power3W  x  2Drivers2.5  inches  x  2Impedance4ΩSignal-to-Noise  Ratio>70dBPower  InputDC
5VFrequency Range60Hz-20kHzMaterialPlastic, iron meshPlugUSB and 3.5mmProduct Dimensions98 x 112 x 184mm

Preço:

Antes: € 12.0048

Agora: € 10.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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